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This report is the third in a series which together constitute the Humanitarian 
File prepared by the Syrian Civic Platform (SCP). This data was collected 
through consultations held with nearly 3,500 diverse Syrians between October 
2017 and May 2018.
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Executive Summary:

The Turkey, Iran, and Russia-led Astana talks have diverted the Syrian conflict 
away from political negotiations through the Geneva peace process, and 
have redrawn the map of forces throughout Syrian territory. In the first year 
of the Astana talks, Russia, Turkey and Iran reached an agreement to set up 
de-escalation zones in Syria. The agreement called for the cessation of hos-
tilities between anti-government groups and forces fighting on behalf of the 
Government of Syria (GoS) in so-called “de-escalation zones” in mainly oppo-
sition-held areas of the country, with Russia, Turkey and Iran acting as guar-
antors. However, this agreement was soon accompanied by military changes 
in Syria to which the guarantors contributed, in addition to escalation of other 
issues such as detainees and the constitution.

This report sheds light on the views of the Syrian population regarding the 
Astana de-escalation zones agreement, as well as studying its impact on their 
lives. 

The report was based on 304 community consultation sessions conducted 
between October 2017 and May 2018 in nine Syrian provinces: Idlib, Hassakeh, 
Raqqa, Deir Ezzor, Homs, Damascus countryside, Suweida, Daraa, and 
Quneitra. Additional sessions were conducted with Syrians seeking asylum in 
Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, and Iraqi Kurdistan. A total of 3,376 people partic-
ipated in the sessions, 46.6% (1,580) of whom were women. The number of 
participants representing civil society organizations (CSOs) numbered 705.
From the consultations, the report concludes the following:

- At the beginning of the process, the agreement did yield some positive im-
pacts regarding the reduction of violence. However, the situation has changed 
as violence has become more systematic, with the targeting of civilian facil-
ities, hospitals, and schools. There are also areas not covered by the agree-
ment, and therefore their inhabitants have not seen any difference before or 
after the agreement. 

- The parties carrying out hostilities and military force are mainly the GoS sup-
ported by their Russian and Iranian allies, in addition to Turkey in some areas 
and Islamic armed groups. 
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- There are security concerns regarding transfers of control of an area be-
tween different armed entities. Concerns are commonly related to reprisals 
that could be committed by the new armed party entering a region or area. 

- Solutions suggested by the participants include: 1) efforts should be intensi-
fied to reach a political solution to resolve all current security concerns; 2) in-
ternational observers should be sent to Syria to monitor the cessation of hos-
tilities; 3) observation towers should be constructed in interface areas; and 4) 
all foreign militias should exit Syrian territory.

- With regard to the role of civil society, the participants believed that CSOs 
should play a role in communication between the different local forces to mit-
igate escalation and to reach compromises that prevent the outbreak of any 
future armed conflicts. Participants also suggested that CSOs should monitor 
and document violations of the agreement, as well as advocate for critical lo-
cal issues.
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Background:

The Astana talks, which began in late 2016, have attracted the attention of the 
majority of Syrians. Many Syrians felt that these talks could lead to alleviating 
civilian suffering, halting hostilities, and reviving the stalled peace process of 
Geneva. In addition, Syrians felt interested because the guarantor states partic-
ipating in these talks have great influence in Syria on most forces on the ground.

The Astana track has effectively contributed to reducing fighting and violence in 
all areas of Syria during its first year. However, the agreements taking place during 
periodic meetings between Guarantor States were not announced until the 
fourth round of Astana talks in May 4, 2017. The Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
only then revealed the substance of the agreement reached between the three 
guarantors. The de-escalation zones agreement laid out the areas of focus for vi-
olence reduction, improvement of the humanitarian situation, and establishment 
of favorable conditions to facilitate a political settlement of the conflict in Syria.

Areas covered by the Astana de-escalation zones agreement are:
- Idlib province, as well as certain parts of the neighboring provinces of Lattakia, 
Hama, and Aleppo.

- Homs northern countryside.
- Eastern Ghouta.
- Southern Syria (to include Quneitra and parts of Daraa province).

In addition, the agreement stipulated that establishing the de-escalation 
zones was a temporary measure with an initial duration of six months. It would 
be extended based on the agreement of the guarantors.

However, six months after the date of the agreement, zones of influence for 
the guarantors were established with clear geographical boundaries. This was 
done either through intense military campaigns that led to the deportation 
of opposition armed groups and thousands of civilians to northern Syria, or 
through reconciliation agreements that precluded military campaigns and the 
forced displacement of the population in the area. 

Additionally, at the meetings held following the agreement, the guarantors be-
gan to discuss other critical issues such as siege, detainees, and the constitution. 
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The pivotal results of the Astana peace process influenced the course of the 
political process in Geneva.
However, the Syrian peace process, for both the short and the long term and 
for Syrians inside and outside of Syria, requires more input from Syrians than 
this process has allowed. This report aims to address this concern of lack of 
civilian input and the general attitudes in different Syrian provinces to the 
Astana peace talks and the de-escalation zones agreement; topics include 
their results, violations, attitudes towards the armed groups controlling dif-
ferent areas, and the role of CSOs in relation to the agreement. 

This report is the third of a series of reports that together constitute the 
Humanitarian File compiled by the SCP, based on community consultation 
sessions conducted with diverse groups of Syrians between October 2017 
and May 2018. The accompanying reports address the following issues: 
- Siege;
- Forced demographic change;
- Detainees and forcibly disappeared persons; and
- Internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees.

The report was based on 304 community consultation sessions conduct-
ed between October 2017 and May 2018, in nine Syrian provinces: Idlib, 
Hassakeh, Raqqa, Deir Ezzor, Homs, Damascus countryside, Suweida, Daraa, 
and Quneitra. Additional sessions were conducted with Syrians seeking asy-
lum in Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, and Iraqi Kurdistan. A total of 3,376 people 
participated in the sessions, 1,580 of whom were women, and 705 of whom 
represented civil society organizations. The average time for each session 
was between 4 and 6 hours.
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The perspectives of Syrians inside 
Syria on the Astana de-escalation 

zones agreement:

Idlib province
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The perspectives of Syrians inside Syria on the Astana de-escalation 
zones agreement:
I. Idlib province

Idlib is under the complete control of opposition armed groups, including the 
jihadist group Jabhat Fateh al-Sham (formerly al-Nusra Front).  A total of 18 
consultation sessions were held with the participation of 187 persons, 66 of 
whom were women and 35 of whom were representatives of CSOs.

Opinions and perceptions of Idlib residents regarding the Astana 
de-escalation zones agreement: 

The participants in the consultation sessions agreed that the agreement was 
not implemented in the Idlib de-escalation zone, and the GoS did not commit 
to any of its terms. A significant number of violations, attacks, and massacres 
have been documented in Idlib, committed by GoS forces and supported by its 
Russian and Iranian allies.  

In addition, the participants noted that before the talks in Astana, the shelling 
was indiscriminate, but following the talks, it became organized and targeted 
hospitals, schools, and civil defense facilities. 
 
Violators:
Generally, those involved in bombing the Idlib de-escalation zone have been 
the GoS forces, Russia, Hezbollah, and Iran.

Opinions and perceptions of Idlib residents regarding the controlling 
forces in the province:

Residents of Idlib were divided between opposing and supporting opposition 
armed groups, but the majority expressed their opposition to taking up arms. 
The participants reported that freedoms have been limited in all areas by the 
various armed groups. Nevertheless, most of them expressed support for the 
Free Syrian Army (FSA), while at the same time voicing clearly their opposition 
to other armed groups and military formations. 
Additionally, most of the participants expressed fears of transitions of control 
between armed forces in the province because of the associated large-scale 
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violations that could occur. In opposition, others expressed relief if certain 
dominant armed groups would be excluded in a power transition.

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces 
in the province, the participants suggested taking the following steps:

1) Mediate between the various armed groups to resolve internal conflicts be-
tween them.
2) With international coordination and support, efforts should be made to uni-
fy the dissident Syrian army officers, the FSA factions as well as moderate op-
position armed groups within one national army. 
3) Support the civil administration in the province, strengthening its indepen-
dence from opposition armed groups.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones agreement: 
The majority of participants indicated that CSOs have been conducting aware-
ness campaigns to reduce tension between the conflicting parties, in addition 
to advocacy, documentation, and conflict resolution. However, their role was 
considered to be limited and to have a relatively minimal impact. 

Conversely, some believed that CSOs have no role, and their activities have 
been suspended due to military clashes, which negatively impacted civilians.
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The Syrian provinces

Homs Province
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II. Homs Province

Over the past few years, the military forces that took control of Homs multi-
plied. However, in May 2018, a deal was reached in Homs northern countryside, 
the last opposition-controlled area of Homs, which provided for an evacuation 
of rebel fighters and their families from the area. This included the towns of 
Hula, Rastan, and Talbiseh. Thereafter, GoS forces would retake rebel strong-
holds. The deal came after the GoS forces threatened to launch a massive 
military campaign to in the area. The area is now fully controlled by the Syrian 
government and its allies.

In Homs northern countryside, the community consultation sessions were 
conducted before the recent developments in the province. The number of 
sessions held was 18, with the participation of 204 people, including 80 women 
and 76 CSO representatives. 

Opinions and perceptions of Homs residents regarding the Astana 
de-escalation zones agreement:
After the agreement was reached, the participants reported that it did reduce 
the suffering of civilians as well as bloodshed, and that people are able to work 
and feel safe without shelling. They also reported that before the agreement 
was reached, the area was targeted with intense bombardment by heavy 
artillery and warplanes; however, since the agreement, artillery shelling has 
continued, but aerial bombardment has stopped.

Violators: 
Generally, those involved in bombing Homs northern countryside, one of the 
de-escalation zones, are the GoS forces, Russia, Hezbollah, and Iran.

Opinions and perceptions of Homs residents regarding the controlling 
forces in the province: 
Some participants confirmed their support for the armed groups in the area. 
They also reported that they do not fear a transition of power between armed 
forces. However, others reported fear of this scenario because there is no 
buffer between the opposition armed groups and the GoS forces and militias. 
They proposed the deployment of independent separation forces, as well as 
establishing observation towers along the border between the opposition 
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and the GoS-held areas. In addition, the participants pointed to the need to 
support and unite the FSA factions. 

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
The participants reported that CSOs form committees and teams that 
conduct awareness campaigns and field visits to reduce tensions, represent 
civilian voices to decision-makers, provide humanitarian assistance, and seek 
resolutions to halt violence and document breaches and violations. 
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III. Damascus Countryside province

Over the past two years, many significant developments took place in the 
province of Damascus Countryside, which became fully controlled by the GoS 
in the first half of 2018.

11 discussion sessions were held with the participation of 119 people, includ-
ing 70 women. The number of CSO representatives who participated in these 
sessions was 45. In addition, 8 meetings were held in Lebanon with 96 Syrians, 
48 of whom were women and 60 of whom were CSO representatives.

Opinions and perceptions of Damascus Countryside residents regard-
ing the Astana de-escalation zones agreement:
According to the participants, the Astana agreement did not lead to any re-
duction in military operations, nor did the political process succeed. In Eastern 
Ghouta, all negotiations that took place failed to reduce violence. However, 
some participants believed that the negotiations and agreements did contrib-
ute to mitigating shelling briefly at the beginning, but after a period of time the 
situation returned to its previous state.

Violators: 
Generally, those involved in bombing the province of Damascus countryside, 
one of the de-escalation zones, have been the GoS forces, Russia, Hezbollah, 
and Iran. Nevertheless, some participants pointed out that the Jaramana 
neighborhood was shelled by opposition armed groups and Islamic groups, 
and according to others, GoS forces. 

Opinions and perceptions of Damascus Countryside residents regard-
ing the controlling forces in the province: 
The participants’ opinions differed. Some expressed their support for the 
armed groups in Eastern Ghouta, while they rejected those in the Yarmouk 
Camp neighborhood.  Some participants reported that as events unfolded, all 
armed groups became mere saboteurs with agendas. On the contrary, others 
reported that they had a just cause, but the world had failed them.

To avoid fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces in the prov-
ince, the majority of participants suggested that a political solution is the best 
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way forward. They also stressed the need to facilitate the entry of human rights 
organizations and the dispatch of international observers to conflict areas.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Some participants reported that some CSOs were involved in consultations 
with the GoS to reduce violence, which were taking place without internation-
al support, and in awareness campaigns to prevent young Syrian men from 
taking up arms.
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The Syrian provinces

Deir Ezzor province
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IV. Deir Ezzor province

The military forces that share control of Deir Ezzor are the GoS forces which 
control the regions south of the Euphrates River, from the city of al-Bukamal 
in the east to the village of Maadan in the west; the Syrian Democratic Forces 
(SDF), north of the Euphrates River; and the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant 
(ISIL), in small, isolated parts of the province. 

For this report, 35 discussion sessions were held, half of them inside Syria 
where the residents of Deir Ezzor are located, and the other half in the city of 
Şanlıurfa, Turkey, with Syrian refugees from the province. The sessions took 
place between February and May 2018. These consultations included 357 par-
ticipants, 198 of whom were women. Fifty CSO representatives participated 
in the sessions.

Opinions and perceptions of Deir Ezzor residents regarding the Astana 
de-escalation zones agreement:
The participants believed that the agreement had not alleviated civilian suf-
fering in Deir Ezzor, since the province was not included in the agreement. 
However, other participants reported that the violence increased after the 
agreement was reached and noticed GoS military forces moving toward areas 
of the province. 

In Turkey, the majority of those who participated in the consultation sessions 
were refugees from Deir Ezzor; therefore, they distanced themselves from 
discussing this issue since they live outside Syria.

Violators: 
Generally, those involved in bombing the province of Deir Ezzor have been the 
GoS forces, Russia, the US-led coalition, and ISIL. 

Opinions and perceptions of Deir Ezzor residents regarding the con-
trolling forces in the province:
The participants differed in their views on the various armed forces controlling 
the province, but the majority agreed that the GoS forces and their militias 
are the most serious violators. Some participants also considered the SDF as 
another facet of the GoS.  
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Some considered the FSA as preferable because most of its members were 
from Deir Ezzor, and others considered them an armed group that practices 
looting and robbery. Additionally, some participants indicated that all of these 
forces and military groups only work to serve their own interests without tak-
ing into consideration the interests of Deir Ezzor residents. 

With regard to the probability of changing existing dominant forces, respons-
es varied. Some of the participants were pessimistic and said that there would 
be no difference if current military powers were replaced with any new ones. 
Others said that changes in the dominant forces would lead to increased 
suffering for civilians and massive violations of human rights. However, some 
others expressed optimism over the potential for changes in dominant forces, 
as this could facilitate the return of refugees and displaced persons to their 
areas.

To avoid these concerns related to a possible change in the dominant forces 
in the province, the participants suggested taking the following step to 
address them:
1) A comprehensive political solution, with international support, is the only 
guaranteed way to address all critical issues.
2) Unify the fractured Syrian opposition and establish a unified military force to 
include all FSA factions. 
3) Dissolve all military groups and formations, withdraw their weapons, and 
establish a unified force to maintain security.
4) Require the exit of all foreign forces and militias.
5) Involve international observers to monitor and control human rights 
violations.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Participants said that CSOs had little to do with the agreement. They pointed 
out that organizations must monitor and report violations, as well as lobby and 
conduct advocacy campaigns. Some participants referred to the repression 
of some CSOs civil organizations by the dominant forces. 
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Raqqa province
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V. Raqqa province

Following the expulsion of ISIL from most areas, on October 20, 2017 the SDF 
took control of most of the province. The GoS now controls the parts of the 
province south of the Euphrates River. 

Forty discussion sessions were held with 323 individuals from Raqqa, 115 of 
whom were women and 37 of whom were CSO representatives. 

Opinions and perceptions of Raqqa residents regarding the Astana 
de-escalation zones agreement:
There was a consensus among participants that Raqqa was not affected by 
the agreement because the province was not included in it. On the contrary, 
Raqqa was shelled with various heavy weapons during the implementation pe-
riod of the agreement. Some participants added that before the agreement, 
the US-led coalition air force launched limited attacks, while after reaching the 
agreement, it targeted the province with many types of weaponry that had 
not been seen before.

However, some participants noted that, although Raqqa was not included in 
the agreement, there was a positive impact with respect to facilitating the 
movement of IDPs from Raqqa to other de-escalation zones. Some partic-
ipants believed that the Astana agreement was only a tool that allowed the 
Syrian government to seize more areas.

Violators: 
The forces that shelled Raqqa during the time of the ISIL presence were mainly 
the US-led coalition, the SDF, GoS forces, and Russia. Currently, the province 
is not targeted by any party.

Opinions and perceptions of Raqqa residents regarding the controlling 
forces in the province:
The participants’ opinions and perceptions about the controlling forces var-
ied. Some of them expressed their support for the GoS, while others said they 
were forced to live in areas controlled by the GoS because they are unable to 
secure a way out.
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As for the SDF, some expressed their support for them, as they said that the 
SDF is preferable compared to other forces. However, in general, most par-
ticipants pointed out that the acceptance of the SDF presence is a de facto 
reality, and considered them as occupying forces operating under the banner 
of the US. Some participants reported that SDF forces committed numerous 
violations, such as preventing the local population from participating in the 
administrative management of their areas, and expressed concern about the 
planned national projects. 

The majority of participants feel that what the population fears most is that 
the GoS will be able to restore its control over the entire province. Some 
residents are only interested in restoring security and stability, regardless of 
the identity of the controlling party, while others still prefer to establish a civil 
administration affiliated with the Syrian opposition.

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces in 
the province, the participants suggested taking the following steps to ad-
dress them:
1) Form a local force that is inclusive of all of Raqqa’s diverse population groups.
2) Russia, Turkey, and the US-led coalition should prevent the GoS from re-
storing control over the province.
3) A political solution should be pursued, as it is the best avenue to solve critical 
problems.
4) Place Raqqa under international protection.
5) Hand over the local administration of the province to its residents, regardless 
of their affiliations, taking into account population ratios. Some participants 
preferred that Turkey be the guarantor state.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Some participants said that CSOs had little or no role on the ground because 
of the military buildup, and others indicated that their role was limited only to 
activism within social networks. Participants pointed out that CSOs can be 
more involved by monitoring and reporting violations, lobbying, and conduct-
ing advocacy campaigns. 
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VI. Hassakeh province

Hassakeh province is under the control of the SDF, with the GoS controlling 
the centers of Qamishli and Hassakeh. 

Twenty-two discussion sessions were held in Hassakeh province with 241 
people, 142 of whom were women, as well as with representatives of 77 CSOs. 
Thirty-seven additional discussion sessions were held in the Kurdistan region 
of Iraq with 550 Syrian refugees, 210 of whom were women and 15 of whom 
were CSO representatives.

Opinions and perceptions of Hassakeh residents regarding the Astana 
de-escalation zones agreement:
There was a consensus among participants that Hassakeh was not affected by 
the agreement, because the province was not included in it. However, some 
pointed out that the agreement contributed to increasing Turkey’s influence 
in Syria, as one of the guarantors of the agreement, and allowed it to further 
intervene. This was recently demonstrated in the area of Afrin in Aleppo 
countryside. 

Violators:
Hassakeh did not experience heavy shelling like the rest of the provinces. In 
some cases, however, the province was targeted by GoS forces, Turkish forc-
es, and the SDF.

Opinions and perceptions of Hassakeh residents regarding the con-
trolling forces in the province:
The participants considered the GoS forces and the SDF to be stabilizing fac-
tors in the province. However, they expressed their distrust of the National 
Defense Forces (NDF), a pro-government militia formed after the summer of 
2012 and organized by the Syrian government during the Syrian Civil War as a 
part-time volunteer reserve component of the Syrian Armed Forces.

Additionally, participants noted that the residents of Hassakeh are peacefully 
living with the People’s Protection Units affiliated with the Kurdish self-admin-
istration. Yet, recently, after many people joined them, there were violations 
and abuses reported. However, these forces have also contributed to the 
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safety and security of the population.

In general, there are serious concerns that the Turkish forces will enter the 
area or that the GoS will be able to restore its control over the province.

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces in 
the province, the participants suggested taking the following step to ad-
dress them:
1) International agreements should be reached to protect civilians, and a no-
fly zone over the province should be established.
2) A civil administration should be formed to represent the different groups of 
the population in the province.
3) A comprehensive political solution to the Syrian crisis should be reached.
4) An agreement should be reached between the Kurdish self-administration 
and the GoS, with international guarantors. 

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Some participants indicated that CSOs have played several roles, such as high-
lighting issues of concern to the residents of the province, conducting aware-
ness campaigns to promote principles of coexistence and civil peace among 
people, and holding dialogue sessions to bring together the different political, 
military, and community actors to avoid potential conflicts.  However, some 
believed that, given the complexity of the Syrian issue, CSOs have not been 
very successful in their efforts because they have no capacity to intervene.
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VII.  Daraa province

It is important to mention that the situation in Daraa has changed significantly 
since 18 June 2018 with the rapid GoS offensive to overtake the area, result-
ing in siege of some areas and GoS control of the majority of the province. The 
information below was gathered before this offensive.

Daraa is controlled both by opposition armed groups and the GoS, while ISIL 
controls some areas in the Yarmouk Basin and along the borders with the oc-
cupied Golan Heights and Jordan.

Twenty-one discussion sessions were held in Daraa with the participation of 
304 people, 159 of whom were women and 147 of whom were representatives 
of CSOs. An additional 15 consultation sessions were held in Jordan with the 
participation of 182 Syrian refugees from Daraa, 75 of whom were women.

Opinions and perceptions of Daraa residents regarding the Astana 
de-escalation zones agreement:
The participants indicated that the agreement had significantly reduced vio-
lence, but the GoS forces were involved in violations in some areas. The ma-
jority of participants confirmed that the GoS targeted the area and the FSA 
responded. However, there was a big difference in the severity and frequency 
of bombing after the agreement was reached; the shelling with heavy weap-
ons mostly stopped, with some violations as in the area of Daraa al-Balad. 

Violators: 
The vast majority of the participants stated that the GoS forces and Iranian 
militias were involved in shelling the area, and opposition armed groups 
responded.

Opinions and perceptions of Daraa residents regarding the controlling 
forces in the province:
Most participants believed that FSA factions located in the province are some-
what accepted by its residents. However, some of these groups are involved in 
violence. FSA factions have been the only armed groups present in the prov-
ince, but some other outlawed armed groups also claimed to belong to the 
FSA. 
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According to participants, Daraa residents were concerned about the poten-
tial change of armed forces in the region, as there were fears that the GoS 
would regain control over some of the opposition-held areas. 

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces in 
the province, the participants suggested taking the following step to ad-
dress them:
1) The UN should issue resolutions and exert pressure on the GoS to stop hos-
tilities targeting civilians.
2) All armed groups should be unified in one military entity.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Participants said that CSOs can play an important role in stopping hostilities 
through mediation processes, as well as through issuing statements and po-
sition papers.

However, others reported that there were no CSOs in the province capable of 
contributing to the cessation of hostilities, while some said they had no role at 
all. 
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VIII. Quneitra province

It is important to mention that the situation in Quneitra has changed signifi-
cantly since 18 June 2018 with the rapid GoS offensive to overtake the area, 
resulting in siege of some areas and GoS control of the majority of the prov-
ince. The information below was gathered before this offensive.

Opposition armed groups control most of Quneitra province, while the GoS 
controls only the city center and some other areas. The provinces of Quneitra 
and Daraa neighbor one another, making the two provinces strategically linked.
Twenty discussion sessions were held in Quneitra with the participation of 
230 people, 62 of whom were women and 27 of whom were representatives 
of CSOs.

Opinions and perceptions of Quneitra residents regarding the con-
trolling forces in the province:
The participants believed that the “de-escalation zones” were no more than 
labels; the bombing did not stop on the front lines. In general, the agreement 
led to a relative calm. Air raids stopped, while artillery bombardments contin-
ued, although on a limited scale. 

Violators: 
The GoS forces are primarily responsible for most of the hostilities, in addition 
to opposition armed groups which launch military operations occasionally.

Opinions and perceptions of Quneitra residents regarding the con-
trolling forces in the province:
According to participants, residents of Quneitra have no confidence in armed 
groups located in their province. A section of the participants pointed out 
that the views of the people about these groups vary between negative and 
positive. The practices of these groups have changed significantly, as many of 
them have committed acts of looting and kidnapping.

Others pointed out, however, that the armed groups do not interfere with the 
lives of residents. However, there is dissatisfaction about the failure of these 
groups to achieve security and stability and prevent theft and kidnapping.
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Participants pointed out that there is a fear of changing the armed forces in 
control of the area. The FSA was considered preferable to other military forc-
es, including the GoS forces. The reason is that FSA fighters were from and 
belong to the area itself, unlike other forces that include foreign fighters. 

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces in 
the province, the participants suggested taking the following step to ad-
dress them:
1) Support the implementation of the Astana agreement, and prevent air forc-
es from targeting civilians.
2) The sieges of civilian areas should be ended. 
3) Military groups should be unified under one military command and commit 
to protect the population.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Responses varied on this subject. Some participants said that CSOs had no 
role because of the repression of the military force prevailing in the area. Yet, 
others said that these organizations have played a number of roles, such as 
documenting and reporting violations to the UN and communicating between 
the various parties to promote dialogue and peace. 
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IX. Suweida province

Suweida province is under the full control of the GoS. The province is host to a 
high concentration of IDPs from Daraa and other areas. Thirty discussion ses-
sions were held in Suweida with the participation of 269 people, 172 of whom 
were women and 48 of whom were representatives of CSOs.

Opinions and perceptions of Suweida residents regarding the Astana 
de-escalation zones agreement:
Most of the participants indicated that the agreement did not alleviate civilian 
suffering, and that this agreement supported the interest of the GoS and its 
allies. 

Some observed that, following the implementation of the agreement, shelling 
and bombing with internationally prohibited weapons increased in all areas 
controlled by opposition armed groups. 

Violators:
The participants noted that the parties primarily responsible for bombings are 
the GoS forces and its allies, and thereafter, the jihadist group, Jabhat Fateh 
al-Sham, and opposition armed groups. 

Opinions and perceptions of Suweida residents regarding the con-
trolling forces in the province:
The majority of participants said that the population in the province is against 
taking up arms and attacks on civilians. There is discontent with GoS forces, 
their allies, and all armed groups. The participants pointed out that most of 
the armed militias and military groups were formed in the region in order to 
suppress peaceful movement. The indiscriminate proliferation of weapons 
has transformed large numbers of armed groups into gangs that cause many 
issues and panic among people. For this reason, some participants reported 
that there is no fear of change in control; on the contrary, they voiced a desire 
for change and removal altogether. Others said that there were concerns 
about the emergence of new armed forces, because any armed formation in 
itself is a threat to civil peace. 
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To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces in 
the province, the participants suggested taking the following step to ad-
dress them:
1) A political solution is necessary.
2) Strengthening the role of state institutions, civil society, and the law would 
provide stability.
3) Stakeholders should withdraw weapons, stop hostilities, and push for a po-
litical solution, reconstruction, and the application of transitional justice.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
According to some participants, CSOs were not able to react effectively to 
reduce violence due to the scaling down of their role by the GoS. As a result, 
their activities were confined to relief activities. In addition, CSOs cannot play a 
significant role because most civil society activists are harassed and detained 
by the GoS. 

However, other participants said that CSOs have played a number of roles, 
such as documentation of violations, communication between the various 
parties to promote dialogue and peace, and production of media campaigns 
to promote awareness among people on human rights issues. 
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The opinions and perceptions of Syrians in neighboring countries re-
garding the Astana de-escalation zones agreement

I. Syrian refugees in Turkey:

Twenty-nine community consultation sessions were held with the participa-
tion of 314 people, 188 of whom were women and 88 of whom were represen-
tatives of CSOs.

Opinions of Syrian refugees regarding the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
The majority of Syrian refugees who were consulted in Turkey reported that 
the de-escalation agreement had not reduced violence in almost any region. 
Some reported that the shelling was still targeting Hama northern countryside 
as well as Idlib province. Others agreed that the agreement was a complete 
failure, as the suffering of civilians had increased, especially in recent times. 
Moreover, the GoS, protected by Russia and Iran, used chemical weapons 
against civilians. 

Violators: 
According to the participants, the GoS forces continuously and intensively 
bombard areas in Damascus, Aleppo, Idlib, Homs, and Deir Ezzor. Additionally, 
some areas are being hit by SDF, ISIL, and the Turkish forces. 

Opinions of Syrian refugees regarding the controlling forces:
The participants were divided between supporters and opponents of the 
dominant forces who control the areas from which they were displaced. They 
expressed their total rejection of the GoS forces and militias. In addition, par-
ticipants noted that civilians who support opposition armed groups are the 
ones who benefited from their presence. 

According to the participants:
- In Idlib, there is general dissatisfaction with the existing opposition armed 
groups.
- In Ghouta, civilians support opposition armed groups.
- In Aleppo and Damascus, civilians are in a state of anxiety and dissatisfaction 
with the military presence and security deployment.
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- In the towns of Afrin and Kobani in Aleppo, a large portion of the population is 
dissatisfied with the SDF.

In general, there are serious concerns that the dominant forces could change 
and that the GoS would be able to restore control over areas controlled by 
opposition armed forces.  

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces, 
the participants suggested taking the following step to address them:
1) Reassure Syrians civilians and activate the role of media.

2) Unify visions between the different parties of the revolutionary spectrum. 

3) Provide international and local support for councils with the authority and 
executive power necessary to continue their work away from militarization 
and armament.

4) Agreements should be reached to reduce violence in all Syrian provinces, 
while pushing for a peaceful solution.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Some participants noted that the role of CSOs is almost non-existent, with 
the exception of some organizations attempting to alleviate the suffering of 
civilians, securing access of humanitarian assistance, advocating issues of 
concern to civilians, and elevating civilians’ voices to decision-makers.
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II. Syrian refugees in Kurdistan Iraq

A total of 37 consultation sessions took place with the participation of 550 peo-
ple, 210 of whom were women and 15 of whom were CSOs representatives. 

Opinions of Syrian refugees regarding the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
According to the participants, the Astana agreement brought about a relative 
reduction in violence and also led to the opening of roads connecting major 
cities such as Aleppo and Damascus. On the other hand, the agreement in-
creased interventions by external powers in some areas, such as the towns of 
Afrin and Kobani which were not included in the agreement.

Opinions of Syrian refugees regarding the controlling forces:
The armed groups in the Kurdish areas are comprised of the Kurds themselves, 
so they are generally accepted by the population. However, there are fears of 
a conflict between these groups and the GoS and Turkish forces, because the 
administration of the region is derived from the thought and philosophy of 
Abdullah Ocalan, Kurdish nationalist leader and one of the founding members 
of the militant Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK). Additionally, the population 
supports these armed groups, such as Kurdish Women’s Protection Units (YPJ) 
and the People’s Protection Units (YPG). However, other portions of the popu-
lation oppose these groups, as their presence provokes Turkey and justifies its 
military interventions in the region, as well as forced recruitment. 

Most of the participants expressed fears of shifts in the control of armed forc-
es due to the associated large-scale violations that could occur. 

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forc-
es, the participants suggested taking the following steps to address 
them:
1) Establish a military force composed of all different groups of society working 
to protect civilians.

2) Conduct a dialogue between the Syria conflict’s key actors, stakeholders as 
well as diverse population groups and reach a political agreement between the 
various powers in order to prevent further extended violence.
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3) Reach a peaceful solution to the Syrian crisis in accordance with the Geneva 
resolutions and the Security Council resolutions, particularly Resolution 2254.
 
4) Support Kurdish units and establish agreements between the Kurdish 
parties.
5) Impose no-fly zones.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
According to participants, the role of CSOs is represented by: monitoring 
and documenting violations; promoting reconciliation processes; increasing 
awareness among civilians about how to protect themselves during military 
operations; providing international conferences and human rights organiza-
tions with statistics and recommendations; and calling for opening humani-
tarian corridors and lifting the siege.

Some participants said that CSOs did not have an important role given the pres-
ence of armed forces that did not allow any work without their authorization.
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III. Syrian refugees in Jordan

Fifteen consultation sessions were held with the participation of 182 Syrian 
refugees, most of whom from Daraa. This included 70 women.

Opinions of Syrian refugees regarding the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
The participants said that the Astana Agreement contributed significantly 
to alleviating the suffering of civilians, particularly in the districts of Daraa 
al-Balad and along al-Sadd Road. They also noted that the GoS had stopped 
launching air strikes. 

Some participants indicated that people feel safer after the agreement, but 
the recent developments that took place in in Eastern Ghouta disappointed 
everyone, shifting the level of reassurance.

Opinions of Syrian refugees regarding the controlling forces: 
Participants noted that moderate opposition armed groups are generally 
accepted, while extremist groups have lost their popular support. In general, 
people reject the existence of militant Islamic groups as well as the manifes-
tations of armaments within cities.

As such, the participants expressed concern that the GoS forces, Iranian mi-
litias, or any other forces affiliated with them would enter their areas. Others 
showed no concern about the possible change of dominant forces because 
they believed that the distribution of power is agreed upon through compro-
mises behind closed doors. 

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces 
in the province, the participants suggested taking the following step 
to address them:
1) There should be an effective international guarantor of the armistices with 
a neutral monitoring mechanism. 

2) Armistices should be supported by monitoring any violation committed by 
the parties to the conflict.
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3) The peaceful civil protests and a purely political movement must return in 
all of its forms.

4) Strengthen the role of civil society.

5) Strengthen the moderate armed groups.

6) Find common ground between dignitaries and leaders of armed groups, and 
establish confidence building among these groups and the civilian population.

7) Ensure the accountability of criminals affiliated with these groups.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Some participants pointed out that CSOs do not have any authority to stop 
military operations. They follow a policy of distancing themselves from the 
military conflict, and perhaps their role has been restricted to only calling for 
dialogue and self-restraint.

Some participants said that there is a reform body that intervenes to stop 
inter-factional fighting, solve problems, and work to establish civil peace.
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IV. Syrian Refugees in Lebanon

Eight consultation sessions were held with the participation of 96 people, 48 
of whom were women and 60 of whom were CSOs representatives. 

Opinions of Syrian refugees regarding the Astana de-escalation zones 
agreement:
Some participants said that the agreement had alleviated the suffering of 
Syrians in some limited ways during the first two months of its implementa-
tion. Others said that the GoS forces increased their attacks on all the areas 
included in the agreement. 

Opinions of Syrian refugees regarding the controlling forces:
Some participants said that there was considerable discontent on the part of 
civilians towards military checkpoints and armed groups affiliated with Iranian 
militias, including Hezbollah. Others expressed support for the FSA. 

In general, there is almost total rejection of all armed groups because of illegal 
practices committed by some members; however, the FSA has the support 
of the majority. Broadly, participants noted that moderate opposition armed 
groups are generally accepted, while extremist groups have lost their popular 
support. As such, the participants expressed concern that the GoS forces, 
Iranian militias, or extremists armed groups would enter their areas. 

To avoid these fears related to a possible change in the dominant forces 
in the province, the participants suggested taking the following steps 
to address them:
1) Unify opposition armed groups within one national army with international 
coordination and support.
2) Support moderate armed groups and grant them the centralized role of 
representing civilians in negotiations and conferences.

The role of civil society in relation to the Astana de-escalation zones agreement:
Participants reported that the role of CSOs is as follows: media support and docu-
mentation; campaigns to advocate supporting the Astana agreement; participa-
tion in civil activities; formation of committees of dignitaries representing civilians 
to act as a negotiating body; and delivering civilian voices to decision-makers. 
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Summary of community consultation sessions

• At the beginning of the agreement, there were evident impacts regarding 
the reduction of violence. However, the situation has changed as violence has 
become more systematic, with the targeting of civilian facilities, hospitals, and 
schools. There are also areas not covered by the agreement, and therefore their 
inhabitants have not seen any difference before or after the agreement. 

• The parties carrying out hostilities and military acts are mainly the GoS forces 
supported by their Russian and Iranian allies, in addition to Turkey in some areas 
and Islamic armed groups. 

• There are concerns about shifts in control of certain areas between different 
armed forces. Concerns always related to reprisals that might be committed by 
the new armed party entering a region or area. 

• The solutions suggested by the participants were: 
1) Efforts should be intensified to reach a political solution which would solve most 
current issues; 
2) International observers should be sent to Syria to monitor a cessation of 
hostilities; 
3) Construction of observation towers in interface areas; and 
4) All foreign militias should exit Syrian territory.

• With regard to the role of civil society, the participants believed that CSOs should 
play a role in the communication between the different local forces to mitigate 
escalation and to reach compromises that prevent the expansion of conflict. 
They should also monitor and document violations of the agreement, as well as 
advocate for critical local issues.
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Legal and political analysis of the Astana Track

Despite the importance of the cessation of hostilities in Syria and initiating a path 
of political transition, the Astana talks sponsored by Russia, Turkey and Iran did 
not take into account the rules of international humanitarian law governing the 
conduct of hostilities in non-international armed conflicts. This framework is 
based on the work and the conclusions of the 14th Round Table on humanitarian 
law, organized by the International Institute of Humanitarian Law and held under 
its auspices at San Remo on 13 and 14 September 1989:

GENERAL RULES GOVERNING THE CONDUCT OF HOSTILITIES APPLICABLE IN 

NON-INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICTS:

1. Distinction between combatants and civilians;
2. Immunity of the civilian population;
3. Prohibition of superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering;
4. Prohibition of perfidy;
5. Respect for and protection of medical and religious personnel and of medical 
units and transports;
6. Prohibition of attacks on dwellings and other installations used only by the civil-
ian population;
7. Protection of objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population;
8. Precautionary measures in attack 1 .

As such, the Astana talks have legitimized violations in Syrian territories with the 
aim of enforcing the provisions of the Astana agreements, placing the interests of 
the guarantor states above those of Syrians. This poses the threat of not initiating 
the real political transition that all Syrians hope for and rely on to build a democratic 
civilian state.

Several conclusions can be noted regarding the Astana track:

- The Astana de-escalation zones agreement has contributed to increasing po-
litical and military projects with opposing visions to the shape and future of the 
Syrian solution. The differences between these local, regional, and international 
actors have been exacerbated, further debilitating the agreement. 

1 - De-escalation Zones Agreement in Syria- Special Report, published by the Syrian Civic Platform on November 
8, 2017: https://bit.ly/2LsDccH
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- The agreement gave legitimacy to many regional and international forces, 
prompting further intervention in Syria and establishment of military bases, which 
is illegal unless within the framework of an UN-sponsored agreement.

- The GoS and its allies are the main beneficiary of this agreement. The post-agree-
ment period has witnessed clear progress made by the GoS forces on the ground, 
as well as the possibility of reopening diplomatic relations with the international 
community.

- The Astana track covers up human rights violations in Syria. It also clearly rests 
on the principle of finding political solutions without accountability of perpetra-
tors, including perpetrators of war crimes and parties responsible for the use of in-
ternationally prohibited weapons. This undoubtedly threatens the peace process 
and undermines the possibility of establishing a democratic state in the future.

- The discussions on reconstruction without reaching a political solution harbor 
great risks such as the continuation of both the dictatorship and the devastating 
war. 


